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Abstract
Weexperimentally demonstrate amodified abstraction of a fractal geometry (up to orderM=2),
namely the Sierpiński fractal, with intrinsic self-similarity for amultitude of infrared sensing
applications. Themodification particularly strengthens the dipolar resonance and enables optical
magnetism at longer wavelengths on a relativelyminiaturized footprint. In contrast to the
conventional resonant sensing, we harness the broadband electric field enhancement of themodified
fractal patterns originating from the lightning rod effect in the non-resonant regime.We demonstrate
strong enhancement ofmolecular absorption atmid-IR by the fractal patterns in the non-resonant
regime even under extreme thermal broadening. Finally, we extend thework towards the functional
study of themolecular fingerprint of ultra-thin film (∼5 nm) on a non-complementarymetamaterial
platform in the non-resonant regime.With the help of the solid state chemical dewetting of the
monolayer, we also successfully demonstrate a new type of cross-couplingmediated sensitivity of the
multispectral andmutually coupled fractal patterns. The research clearly indicates the usefulness of
broadband electric field enhancement by the second order fractal pattern for on chip, complete
profiling ofmid-IR fingerprints of biological elements, i.e. cell, and proteinmonolayer on a limited
footprint and under versatilemorphological states.

1. Introduction

The concept of fractals is popular inmicrowave and radio frequency antenna designs due to the property of
self-similarity that yields broadbandmulti-frequency responses andminiaturizes the antenna footprint for
ultra-compact portable applications [1]. Fractal electromagnetism has become an interesting research topic,
not only in radio frequency applications but also at optical length scale due to the precisely defined
mathematical model and scalable properties of the fractals [2]. Moreover, fractal patterns are potentially
useful formanipulation of surface plasmons, the oscillation of conduction band electrons inmetals, for
sensing, telecom and energy harvesting applications [3–10]. Various shapes of fractal nanostructures have
already been exploited for sub-diffraction focusing [11], transparent metallic electrodes [12], photovoltaic
efficiency enhancement [13], molecular fluorescence and surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy
enhancement [14], broadband light trapping [15] and lately, multimodal broadband resonances [16]. The
Sierpiński fractal is an equilateral triangular shaped fractal model with a characteristic Haudsoff dimension
of log23 and is particularly suitable formerging with bow-tie nanostructures [17]. Among the various
categories of the state-of-the-art nanostructures reported so far tomanipulate localized surface plasmon
resonance (LSPR), bow-tie architecture holds a unique position because of its giant field enhancement
partially aided by the lightning rod effect at the sharp tips. It has been used as the key element formany high
performance plasmonic applications such as nanolithography [18], ultra-low power optical trapping [19],
single molecule fluorescence detection [20], extremeUV generation [21] and plasmonic photography film
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for high density storage [22]. Previously, polarization dependent improvement of electric field intensity
has been demonstrated in a pure Sierpiński antenna at near-IR (NIR)wavelengths (1200–2400 nm) [23].
In reality, however, it is challenging to implement a pure Sierpiński fractal due to the geometric singularity
at the acute junctions of the fractal components and fabrication imperfections. Furthermore, previous
research did not exploit the strong tuningmechanism of the redistribution of surface charges in bow-tie
nano-triangles due to the lightning rod effect [24]. Conversely, with the help of advanced electron beam
lithography, we exploit the phenomenon as a new route for precise geometric tuning of the densely spaced
nanostructures.We particularly aim at an improved architecture withmultispectral and strongly interacting
properties at mid-IR (3000–8000 nm) range that possesses completely different resonance characteristics
compared to the previous research and above all preserves optical magnetism. On the contrary, the
polarization independent arrangement of the components is implemented tomaximize the lightning rod
effect of the fractal patterns in the non-resonant regime.We provide the proof-of-concept of the
improvement by demonstrating strong enhancement ofmolecular absorptions in the non-resonant regime
even under extreme thermal broadening. Together with the aforementioned unique properties of the new
nano-architectures, here, we successfully demonstrate non-resonant detection of a weakmolecular
fingerprint of a chemically unstable ultra-thin film (∼5 nm) for the first time in the literature.With the
aid of solid state dewetting of themonolayer at room temperature, we further report a novel cross-coupling
mediated sensingmechanism formorphological transformation of the film over time on the fractal
platform.

2.Design approach andphysics

2.1.Design details
Infigures 1(a), (b) and (c), we show the evolution of Sierpiński fractal surfaces of order 1 and order 2 from the
host equilateral triangle. A pattern of a given order is generated by subdividing the remaining triangles into four
smaller congruent triangles while removing the center one. Note that, the solid triangular components of an
ideal fractal antenna touch each other at a single point, which is why a collective excitation of all the components
cannot be possible due to the geometric singularity. Such singularity is also not possible to achieve by the state-
of-the-art patterning techniques. Figure 1 depicts the chronological development of themodified abstraction
considered in this work. Infigures 1(k) and (l), we show the polarization independent cross-coupled
configurations of two different orders (M1andM2) of fractalized devices on oxide coated substrate. Here, the
modified fractal triangle constitutes one of the four arms of the cross-coupled patterns.We provide the
parameter: offset (f)not only to avoid the geometric singularities in simulation and fabrication, but also to
exploit the strong impact of lightning rod derived surface currents on the resonance properties.We further
provide the split gap (s) in order to achieve a dramatic enhancement of resonance contrast and optical
magnetism inmid-IR as discussed in the following sections. Note that, through such amodified fractalization
process with recursively changingHaudsoff dimension, we still achieve the coherently coupled self-symmetric
radiators as numbered infigures 1(i) and 2(j). The height of each host triangle is kept constant at 1.225 μm,
roughly calculated from the half-wavelength dipole equation defined asλ/2=L, where L is the total length of
the dipole under a given polarization. Please note that, due to the cross-coupled arrangement, the resonance
characteristics of the patterns do not critically depend on the polarization, albeit the profiles of the near field
enhancement can differ.

2.2. Fabrication
The structures arewritten by high resolution 100 KVELS-7000 electron beam lithography equipment using
raster scanning. The e-beam current ismaintained at 200 pA.Noproximity correction or ITO charge
compensation layer has been considered for the current batch of chips. Thus, the issue of backscattering induced
corner roundednessmay be crucial in some cases. The development time is controlled at 70 s in 1:3MIBK:IPA
solution. Finally, 5 nmofCr layer followed by 35 nmof gold layer has been deposited at a rate of 1 angstrom/sec
by theDenton Explorer e-beam evaporator whilemaintaining the vacuum level at 5e-7 torr. Themetal lift off
has been performed by soaking the samples in acetone solution overnight followed by 5 min long ultrasonic
agitation. Figure 2(a) shows thefield emission scanning electronmicroscope (FESEM) picture of the closely
packedM2unit cells spanning over an area of 150 μmby 150 μm.The process is optimized tomaximize the lift
off success rate andminimize the peeling off rate of the highly dense and complex shaped patterns. Figure 2(b)
shows the zoomed in picture of the unit cell. Note that, theminimum spacing between the unit cells achieved is
110 nmwhereas theminimumcross-coupling distance is found to be 44 nm. The false colored section of
figure 2(b) also shows the successful fabrication of the quasi self-symmetric radiators numbered from I to IX.
The nanometric details infigure 2(c) reveal the strong presence of corner roundedness of different radii that
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mainly occur due to the backscattering of the e-beam. Such imperfection can cause the spreading of Coulombic
charges and yield strong blue-shift of resonance in the far field by increasing the restoring force [25, 26]. In fact,
such rounding can occurwhenever there is a presence of sharp tip and thus affect the resonance specific charge
distribution presented in our discussion on charge densitymaps.We limit the orderwithin 2 in this work as the
growth of the fractal is critically constrained by the fabrication limit. Finally,figures 2(d) and (e) show theM1
unit cell with its radiators and the nanometric details, respectively.

Figure 1. (a)Triangle without any fractal inclusion. (b) Sierpiński fractal layout of order 1 and (c) order 2. The presence of the
geometric singularity at the acute corners is indicated. (d)Conventional split-ringwith circulating current (I) and its (e) equivalent LC
circuitmodel. (f)Modified Sierpiński triangle of order 1with a narrow conduction path at the previously indicated singularity zones
and a split gap formagnetic excitation; p andm denote themoments of the dipolarmode andmagneticmode, respectively.
(g)Modified Sierpiński triangle of order 2with a scaled up number ofmagnetic pathways. (h)Cross-coupling between the vertical and
horizontal bow-tie pairs located at a proximity of nanoscale to each other. Cross-coupled configuration derived from the (i)first order
fractal layout (j) second order fractal layout. f and s denote thewidth of the conduction path and split gap, respectively while the roman
numbers indicate the self-symmetric radiators of the fractal patterns. (k) 3D schematic of thefirst order (M1) device. (l) 3D schematic
of the second order (M2) device. The gap size g and the vertex angleα arefixed at 100 nmand 60 deg., respectively. The thickness of
the oxide layer tox and the gold patterns are kept constant at 1 μmand 35 nm, respectively. The pitch P is pushed down to 2.77 μmto
maximize the near field coupling of the unit cells.
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2.3. Characterization
Thenormalized transmission and reflection spectra have beenobtainedby a broadbandAgilent Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy system.The area of the aperture is considered to be 100 μmby100 μm.The
reflectance of the devices isnormalizedwith respect to that of a smooth gold surface and transmittance is normalized
with respect to the free space transmissionof light. The size of the aperturewas adjusted carefully tomatchwith the
size of each square pattern, therefore eliminating the background reflection.The sampling resolution is varied
between 2 cm−1 and8 cm−1 depending on the purpose.Nopolarizer has beenused inorder to performpolarization
independentmeasurement. Themirror repetition rate isfixed at 40 kHz and thenumber of scans ismaintained to
be 64.A three dimensionalfinite difference timedifference solver has beendeployed to simulate the reflection and
transmission spectrumunder x-polarized light. Thenearfield transmittance/reflectance has been capturedby a
transmission/reflectionmonitor placed 15 μmaway from themetal patterns. The simulation regionhas been
terminated by periodic boundary conditions along the x and y direction andperfectlymatched layer along the z
direction.A spatial resolutionof dx=1 nm, dy=1 nmanddz=1 nm is chosen for accurate calculation.Optical
properties of gold have been extracted fromPalik and the refractive indices of Si and SiO2have beenfixed at 3.5 and
1.45, respectively. In the experiment, anunpolarized light source is incident out-of-planewithin a cone of angles
ranging from0 deg. to 20 deg. Simulationhas been carried out by varying the polarization angle and angle of
incidence.No significant dependenceof the resonance characteristics on thepolarization angle and angle of
incidence is observed in simulation.Thereby, the detailed studyof the parameter effect has been carried out at a
single polarization angle and angle of incidence. Also, the roundedness of the nanostructure corners is observeddue
to the scattering of electronbeams,which canpossibly lead to blue-shift of resonances.Due to the complexity of the
nanostructure, such an effect has not been considered in thepresent simulationmodel.

2.4. Physicalmechanismand geometric effect
Figure 3(a) shows the experimentally collected reflectance spectra of theM1device with two distinct peaks: D1′
andD2′. The simulated results presented infigure 3(b) are in agreement with the experimental results except for
the pronounced blue-shift in the experiment, which could be a combined outcome of themetal damping in the
farfieldwhen the nearfield coupling is potentially strong [27–29] and proximity induced roundedness of the

Figure 2. (a)AnFESEM image of the highly dense array of theM2 device, (b) zoom-in view and false colored self-symmetric radiators
of theM2unit cell, (c)nanometric roundedness of the corners and tips after fabrication, (d) zoom-in view and false colored image of
the self-symmetric radiators of theM1 unit cell, (e)nanometric roundedness of the corners and tips after fabrication.
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fabricated patterns. The role ofmetal damping atmid-IR is verified by simulating the structures while replacing
the realmetal by perfect electric conductor (PEC). The resonant E-fields in theM1device are shown in
figures 4(b) and (c) atD1′ andD2′mode, respectively. Fromfigure 4(a), it is evident thatD1′ is a dipolarmode
with unique field distribution.On the contrary, D2′ is an electrically excitedmagneticmodewhich is analogous
to themodes existent in the canonical split-ring architecture and its derivatives [30, 31]. Excitation of such
magnetic resonance has both fundamental and technological value for purposes such as understanding the
dynamics of weakmagnetic emission or devising optical detectors formagnetic field [32–39].More importantly,
excitation ofmagneticmode is critical for extending the range of operatingwavelength into the far-IR spectrum
when the footprint is an important performancemetric. Figure 3(c) shows the experimentally observed
locations of the three distinct peaks: D1″, D2″ andD3″ of theM2devicewhich are also in agreementwith the
simulated peaks infigure 3(d). This time the dipolarmode (D2″) shifts from4.80 μmto 4.85 μm. Such red-shift
as the fractalization order increases is routinely observed in our simulation and experiment (figure 4,
supplementary information is available online at stacks.iop.org/NANOF/2/025005/mmedia). Besides, we

Figure 3.Normalized reflectance of theM1device (a) experiment (b) simulation, where f and s are kept constant at 70 nmand
100 nm, respectively. Normalized reflectance of theM2device (c) experiment (d) simulation. (e)Experimentally observed normalized
reflectance profile of the three cases of bow-tie configuration. Theminimum spacing between an inclusion and the outer edge is kept
constant at 70 nm. (f) Spatial origin andmutual coupling of the resonances in theM2device. The dashed green line indicates the
presence of the resonance from the bow-tie triangle bases under unpolarized light.
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observe a newpeakD1″ on the left side of the dipolar peak. The previously discussedmagnetic peak on the right
side of the dipolar peak is also shifted further (D3″). Figures 4(d), (e) and (f) show the E-field distribution of the
higher order device (M2) at the three distinct resonances. One can comprehend from the E-field distribution
that, D1″ is the newmagneticmode encompassing the smaller cavities obtained in theM2device. The dipolar
modeD2″ apparently possesses a similar kind of E-field distributionwhereas themagneticmodeD3″ is resonate
within a larger cavity surrounded by all the radiatorsmarked infigure 2. Consequently, theD3″mode ismore
prone to fabrication imperfection as illustrated infigures 2(c) and (e) than theD1″mode in theM1device and
maintains larger spatial overlapwith the surroundings.

It is notable that such amechanism of excitingmagnetic resonances in a ‘single layer’ bow-tie nanostructure
with the help of fractalization has not been reported before [40]. Additionally, we demonstrate later in the text
that thesemagneticmodes are strongly coupled to the dipolarmodes due to their proximity in nanoscale and
thus can be regarded as a new avenue for plasmonic sensingwith strong feedback. Besides themid-IR optical
magnetism,we also report a dramatic enhancement of dipolar resonance contrast when compared to the
conventional bow-tie geometry as shown infigure 3(e), which can improve the signal to noise ratio in
microfluidic detection significantly [41].We identify two concurrentmechanisms of such enhancement from
our experiments. Firstly, the damping effect of plasmons in noblemetal, e.g. Au atmid-IR on the quality factor
of the device can be partially suppressed by reducing the area ofmetal regions [42]. The proposed idea of
fractalization and including voids within the unit cell thus can help to improve the resonance contrast. Secondly,
we propose that, the resonance contrast can be improved further if all the radiators augment the polarization
current density (J) coherently and increase the dipolarmoment (p) according to the following equation [43, 44],

òw
= - ( ) ( )

i
p J

1
r dV 1

V

whereV is the volume of integration. To verify our proposition, we consider two additional cases: bow-tie
nanostructure with (i) circular inclusion of equal area and (ii) triangular inclusionwithout the split gap and
present the reflectance spectra in figure 3(e). It can be observed that, resonance contrast can be increased from
15% to 26%as the voids are introduced. Suchminor improvement ismainly attributed to the reduction of the
conduction loss inherently present in themetalfilm. In a conventional bow-tie nanostructure, the current
profile strongly spans over themetallic region and thus causes the deterioration of quality factor (figure S1,
supplementary information). On the other hand, the resonance contrasts observed infigure 3(e) are at least three
times less than the resonance contrast infigures 3(a) and (c). Due to the increased lightning rod effect, the

Figure 4.E- field intensity distributions on the xy plane: (a) conventional structure at dipolar resonance; (b)M1atD1′ (dipolar)
resonance; (c)M1atD2′ (magnetic) resonance; (d)M2atD1″ (magnetic) resonance; (e)M2atD2″ (dipolar) resonance; (f)M2atD3″
(magnetic) resonance.
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magnitude of J in theM1 andM2devices becomes 6.5 times and 6 times larger than in a conventional bow-tie,
respectively (figures S2 and S3, supplementary information) and thus appends the dipolarmoment. Although, it
is expected that, the overallmoment from theM2devicewill be larger since there are three additional pairs of
current density (J) ‘hotspot’with varying intensities in each of the host triangle. Yet, wefind that, the dipolar
resonance (D2″) contrast inM2 can be slightly lower than inM1 (figure S4, supplementary information) due to
the onset ofD1″nearbyD2″ and thus contrasts with the intuition. Another phenomenological outcome of the
fractalization is the effective increase of antenna length, i.e. lowering of the restoring force between the opposite
charges as highlighted in the discussion on the charge densitymap. Essentially, the dipolar resonance inM1 and
M2 is found to be red-shifted both in experiment and simulation compared to the conventional structure [44].
The proposed idea of split gap and surface current engineering at the acute corners can, therefore, strongly
activate the conducting coupling between the self-symmetric radiators and boost the dipolar resonance strength
in themid-IR spectrum. It also provides a uniquemechanism to achieve opticalmagnetism atmid-IR on a
highly scalable platform and the correspondingmagneticmoment,m is defined as below [43],

ò= ´ ( ) ( )m r J
1

2
r dV 2

V

whereV is the volume of integration and r denotes the vecorial polar coordinate. Here, the x-component of the
circulation current (J) is providing the necessarymoment along the z direction (mz) at themagnetic resonances.
Next, we decompose theM2 structure in figure 3(f) to understand the spatial origin andmutual coupling of the
individual resonances.With respect to the reference structure (M2), significant changes of resonance intensity
and spectral position are observed at theD1″, D2″ andD3″modesmeaning strong coupling among the
resonances. For example, D1″mode is not distinguishable as the central cavity in theM2 structure is removed.
The simulation results infigure S7 of the supplementary information further confirm such an observation. Thus,
the results infigure 3(f) suggest the need for strong coupling among the different voids of theM2 structure for
strong excitation of theD1″, D2″ andD3″modes. Finally, using nearfield simulation, we demonstrate such
mutual coupling in a ‘single layer’ device infigure 5, whichwe regard as a powerful feedback tool for plasmonic
sensing of localized perturbation.We put the electric fieldmonitors in different electric field ‘hotspots’ at the
mid plane of themetal patterns as shown infigure 5. The total number of ‘hotspots’ can be as high as 17 in the

Figure 5.Normalized E-field variationwithwavelength at the defined ‘hotspots’: (a) conventional bow-tie structure; (b)M1 structure;
(c)M2 structure. The excitation polarization is along the horizontal direction.
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fractalized devices (M2) as opposed to only 1 in the conventional structure. Note that, due to the strong
diffractive coupling in the highly dense array of nanostructures, we observe the asymmetric and narrowprofile
of electric fieldmagnitude infigure 5(a) in the case of the conventional structure which again declines rapidly
and becomes flatter on the red side of the peak. The same profile becomes relatively broader in the case of theM1
andM2devices, as shown infigures 5(b) and (c), whilemaintaining the comparable electricfieldmagnitude. The
broadening of the electric field spectrum implies strong charge localization at the tips of the horizontal triangles
over a certain bandwidth.

Thus, the culminatedmoment in the dipolar regimes (D1′ andD2″) is larger than in the conventional
structure according toAizpurua et al [44] and validates the improved resonance contrasts as discussed
previously. Interestingly, the electric fieldmagnitudes in the ‘hotspots’ of the vertical triangle resonantly drops in
figures 5(b) and (c) at theD1′ andD2″ regimes. The vertical pair is providing the excitation path ofmagnetic
modes and at the same time, is strongly cross-coupled to the horizontal pair. Thus, a peak in the dipolar ‘hotspot’
appears as a dip in themagnetic ‘hotspots’ as the amount of induced charge is significantly affected. Similarly, in
themagnetic regimes (D2′, D1″ andD2″), wefind that the E-fieldmagnitude at the dipolar ‘hotspot’ resonantly
drops. In otherwords, the voids in the fractal patterns are conductively coupled to each other and can be utilized
as a powerful feedback tool formid-IR sensing. Later, we demonstrate how such effect can be useful for optical
monitoring of the chemical dewetting process ofmonolayer polymer substance.

The following section is devoted to the discussion on capacitive and inductive tuning of resonances of the
proposed designs for narrow band surface enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy [45]. Figure 6 shows the
overall picture of theM1 andM2 resonances as the two parameters: f and s are variedwith nanometer precision.
Here, the parameter f causes the inductive tuning by directly acting upon the conductive coupling of the sub-
wavelength features; triangular radiators in our case. It can be observed from figures 6(a) and (c) that, as f is
decreased, all the resonances red-shift. The shift ofmagnetic resonances is found to bemore pronounced than
the shift of dipolar resonance. The similarity betweenM1 andM2devices observed, suggests the existence of a
well-constructed set of design rules for the fractal derived patterns. Tuning of both the properties, resonance
wavelength and intensity, can be roughly interpreted using circuit theory. The resonancewavelength at dipolar
andmagneticmode can be approximated as, l¥ LC where L andC are the bulk inductance and capacitance of
the structure, respectively [46, 47]. The resonance intensity enhancement is related to the enhancement of

Figure 6.Effect of (a) f and (b) s on theM2device. Effect of (c) f and (d) s on theM1device.
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quality factor (Q)which can be expressed as p lcL R2 where R can quantify the radiation damping of the
metallic nanostructures atmid-IR. In case of themagneticmodewith circulating displacement current,
decreasing f will increase the effective inductance as the area of the loop is increased.

On the contrary, for the dipolarmode, decreasing f can increase themagnitude of current density J and
increase the effective inductance of the dipolar antenna. Both of thesemechanisms can increase the resonance
wavelength according to the equation described previously. It is reasonable to argue that, at higher resonance
wavelength, the damping resistance (R) of themetal will be higher. Hence, despite this, there is an increase of L in
the numerator of the quality factor expression, ultimately the overall value ofQ is found to decline, that also
involves the decrease of resonance intensity. Conversely, the influence of s on resonant properties is found to be
muchweaker infigures 6(b) and (d) than f. This is so, because f can stronglymodulate the conductive coupling
amongst all the radiators whereas smainly introduces the capacitive effect at the gaps. As s is increased, the
overall inductance under dipolarmode can be assumed to be slightly decreasedwhereas the gap capacitance is
strongly scaled down according to ¥C s1 atmid-IR.

Inwhat follows, both dipolar andmagnetic resonance blue-shift, of which themagneticmode ismore
dominant. The negligible drop in dipolar resonance intensity is possibly due to the decrease of overall
inductance as s is increased.We present the detailed simulation study ofM2 inwhich a strong agreement with
the experiment is observed as the parameters are varied (figures S6 and S7, supplementary information). The
charge densitymaps infigure 7 reveal a rather complex picture of the underlying physics of geometric tuning
[48–51]. It can be observed from figures 7(a), (b) and (e) that fractalization can strongly redistribute the dipolar
charge accumulation andmanipulate the net restoring force of the structure. Strong repulsive force can be
generated between the like charges within the radiators in addition to the attractive force between the opposite
charges. Consequently, the restoring forcemay reduce rendering a red-shift in the spectrum.Magneticmode
charge distributions infigures 7(c), (d) and (f) indicate that, both attractive and repulsive force can be generated
within a cavity resonant at a particular wavelength. The interplay between these two forces can be strongly
engineered by the two parameters: f and s. Furthermore, the induced charge at the tips of the non-resonant pair
of triangles is clearly observed infigure 7 implying the strong presence of cross-coupling.

In table 1, a quantitative comparison betweenM1 andM2devices in terms of change of resonance intensity
and location as the parameters are varied is presented.

The data in table 1 show thatM2 resonance shifts per nmvariation are dominant overM1 resonance shifts
irrespective of the nature of themode, except forD3″when the variable is s. Similarly, the intensity change per
nm inM2 is higher than inM1 for the dipolarmode.However, no conclusive arguments could be reached for
themagneticmodes (D3″ andD1′) due to the factor such asmismatch ofM1 andM2 resonancewavelength.

Figure 7.Charge densitymap: (a) dipolar resonance in a conventional bow-tie, (b)D1′resonance, (c)D2′ resonance, (d)D1″
resonance, (e)D2″ resonance, (f)D3″ resonance.
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3. Functional study ofmolecularfingerprints in the non-resonant regimemediated by
cross-coupling

3.1. Strong coupling to themolecularfingerprints in the non-resonant regime
Wedeploy the fractal engineered voids for the non-resonant detection ofmolecular fingerprint of ultra-thin
polymer layer. Such label–free detection of chemical specific vibrationalmodes ofmonolayer atmid-IR is a
versatile screening technology in proteomics. Unlike the previous resonant approach, we observe the presence of
theweak optical signature in the non-resonant regime of the structure implying its broadband characteristics for
the universal detection of amyriad of chemicals. Firstly, we demonstrate ourmodified idea of fractalization as a
systematic approach to increase the spatial overlap for a strong excitation of a coupled, hybridized resonance.
We choose the phonon vibrationalmode of poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) carbonyl bond (C=O) located
at 5.79 μmfor demonstration. The functional devices are obtained by spin coating the patterns with 110 nm
thick PMMAfilm. Figure 8(a) shows the steps and sidewall profiles after the coating. The uniformity of the
coating can be estimated by the small deviation of phase angles (16.3 deg.) in the phasemap offigure 8(b). The
dielectric constant and the vibrational transition of PMMAatmid-IR have been incorporated into the
simulation by a Lorentzianmodel [52]. The coupledmode resonance can be studied by the following sets of
equations derived from the coupledmode theory [53, 54],
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Here, E, wD , D , w ,M w ,C w¢ ,M v, g ,A gC and kAC are the time averaged electric field, frequency shift from the
perturbation theory, change of dielectric constant, resonance frequency of the uncoupled patterns, resonance
frequency of the uncoupled vibrationalmode, resonance frequency of the coupled patterns, overall coupling
coefficient, loss rate of pattern resonance, loss rate ofmolecular resonance and themutual coupling strength
between the resonantmode and vibrationalmode, respectively. Figure 8(c)–(h) shows the relative improvement
of quality factor of the resonance dip as the fractal voids are included in the solid pattern. Considering the
asymmetry of the hybridized resonance dip, we define two different contrasts: IL and IR on the blue side and the
red side of the dip, respectively. It can be observed that, the average contrasts (IL+IR)/2 of theM1 andM2
device infigures 8(c) and (d) clearly outperform the contrast of the cases shown in figures 8(f)–(h). In fact, the
M2device shows larger contrast than theM1device and themajor contribution stems from the central cavity of
theM2device, as it is inferred from figure 8(e). The results clearly interlink the improvement of the contrast with
the systematically increased overlap of plasmonicmodewith the phononmode of PMMA thin film.One
quantitative estimation of the increased spatial overlap is the resonance shift as indicated infigures 8(c) and (d).
The values ofΔ1″,Δ2″ andΔ3″ are found to be 800 nm, 850 nmand 1100 nm, respectively as opposed to the
values ofΔ1′ andΔ2′, which are found to be 500 nmand 909 nm, respectively. Clearly, the sensitivity of theM2
structure dominates overM1 for the likemodes.

Table 1.Role of f and s on geometric tuning of resonances inM1 (top) andM2
(bottom) device.

Resonance
f s

Δλ (nm)
per nm

ΔI (%)
per nm

Δλ (nm)
per nm

ΔI (%)
per nm

D1′ 2.475 0.0288 0.48 0.0126

D2′ 3.7 0.295 1.98 0.1246

Resonance f s

Δλ (nm)
per nm

ΔI (%)
per nm

Δλ (nm)
per nm

ΔI (%)
per nm

D1″ 7.4 0.263 2.34 0.0058

D2″ 3.1 0.119 0.625 0.0235

D3″ 6 0.167 1.98 0.0314
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We further conduct a high resolution scanning of the hybridizedmode infigure 8(i) for different cases. The
relative shift between the thin film dip and the coupled dip becomes the highest for the case with the largest
cavity derived from second order iteration. According to equation (4), the blue-shift of the coupled dip is a
strong function of the overall coupling coefficient v which, in turn depends on kAC according to equation (5).
Here, we propose that, kAC can be enhanced through a systematic engineering of spatial overlap aided by the
fractal voids. Please note that, under all circumstances, the hybridized reflectance dip is located far from the

Figure 8.AFM (a) height profile and (b) phase image of the spin coatedM2device. High resolution scanning (2 cm−1) of the variation
of resonance coupling at hybridizedmode for different geometries. Intensity change of the overall reflectance spectrumas a function
of temperature for the cases (c)–(h). (i)Zoomed in change of the reflectance dip intensity at the hybridizedmode as the temperature is
varied.
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dipolar peak of the patterns. Thus, we confirm the non-resonant detection of PMMAvibrationalmode using
densely packed nanostructures with broadband light–matter interaction. Under non-resonant approximation,
such broadband interaction can be expressed as a function of distributed electric field enhancement (|E|2)
originating due to the lightning rod effect as below [55],

m
¥

¶
¶

∣ ∣ ( )A
Q

E 62

Here,μ,Q andE are the dipolarmoment, vibrational coordinate and the electricfield enhancement, respectively,
andA denotes the absorbance of themolecularmode determining the intensity of the reflection dip. To support
our argument, we conduct another set of experiments on silkmembrane (500 nm) in a different non-resonant
regime and under extreme thermal broadening [56]. The setup and the non-resonant regime are shown in
figures 9(a) and (b), respectively. It is observed that the vibrational bonds of bare silkmembrane can undergo a
pronounced broadening due to amoderate increase of temperature. In other words, the dipolemoments of the
bonds are significantly affected as the temperature is increased. However, almost no change in the spectrum is
observedwhen the silkmembrane is spin cast on the nanoantenna pattern. It clearly signifies the dominance of
electric field enhancement by the fractal pattern (M2) in equation (6) over the change of the dipolemoment at
elevated temperature.

Figure 9. (a)Experimental setup to investigate non-resonant coupling under extreme thermal broadening. (b)Non-resonant regime
of theM2pattern corresponding to the experiment. Reflection spectrum taken at (c) 50 deg. (d) 75 deg. (e) 100 deg. and (f) 125 deg.
The dashed green rectangle indicates the Lorentzian kink of the silk refractive index captured by the nanoantenna pattern.
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3.2.Detection ofmonolayer in the non-resonant regime and functional study of its solid state dewetting
We then focus on the ultra-thin coating (∼5 nm) of the sample. First, we verify the role of the fractalized cavities
of the nanopatterns on enhancing the absorption signal of the uniformmonolayer using simulation.We
consider the two cases in simulation as shown infigure 10 for each of the devices. The ideal cases of the patterns
partially buried by the 5 nm thinfilm show a strong presence of the vibrationalmode in the non-resonant regime
of the spectra infigures 10(a) and (c)whichwe attribute to the interaction between the thinfilm absorption and
‘hotspots’ located at the outer edges of the nanostructures. The second derivatives of the reflectance spectra (red
solid line) offigures 10(a) and (c) are also plotted infigures 10(b) and (d), which is a powerful tool to quantify the
minute change in the spectrum.Clearly, the response is relatively weakwhen the interaction is only limited
between the inner edges of the nanostructures and thinfilm. Since theM2device has higher spatial overlap, i.e.
higher interactionwith the thinfilm, higher sensitivity is observed as expected. In our experiment, the thin
PMMAcoating is obtained by spinning diluted 5%PMMAsolution in anisole at a speed of 6000 rpm. TheAFM
analysis before and after the functionalization clearly shows a height difference of∼5 nm indicating the presence
of the ultra-thin layer (figure S8, supplementary information).

The unique feature of bow-tie geometry is the presence of the sharp tipwhere a strong localization of charge
density can be achieved. Such a property allows us to exploit a less studied phenomenon, namely cross-coupling,
by placing two pairs of bow-ties: (i) transverse/horizontal (along the x-axis) and (ii) longitudinal/vertical (along
the y-axis)within a proximity of nanometer scale with exotic functionalities under arbitrary polarization [57].
Here, we propose the idea ofmergingmagnetic and dipolarmode on a bow-tie platformwith the help of
fractalization and forming a strongly interacting unit cell. Theminimumcross-coupling distance we can
routinely obtain is 44 nmas shown infigure 2(b).We suggest that bow-tie configurationwill be particularly
suitable for cross-couplingmediated sensing due to the ease of achieving nanometric proximity of the tips. In
this context, it is necessary to highlight that we observe a strong blue-shift of dipolar resonance in simulation
occurring along the transverse pair (horizontal pair along the x-axis)when the longitudinal pair (vertical pair
along the y-axis) are removed. Such a shift is associatedwith themodification of net restoring force due to the
induced charges in the longitudinal pair as shownbefore infigure 7.

Since the unit cells in our case are densely packedwith strong near field interaction, the dipolar response can
be treated as a summation of the incident field response and the collective response from the ensemble, and can
be expressed as below [58],

Figure 10. (a)Detection of amolecularfingerprint fromPMMAultra-thin film (5 nm) in theM1device. (b) Second order derivative of
the reflectance change in theM1device. (c)Detection by theM2device. (d) Second order derivative of the reflectance change in the
M2 device. The blue dashed rectangle implies the nearby resonance. Thus, the detection is performed in the non-resonant regime of
the devices. The green dashed rectangles imply the change of the second order derivative corresponding to the vibrational feature in
the spectra.
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where i and j are the indices of the unit cells and rij is the distance between them, C is the dipolar interaction
matrix, p is the dipolarmoment andN is the total number of unit cells. The second term in the above expression
implies the sumof the retarded dipolarfields. For a periodic arrangement, the constructive interference of the
scattered fields occurs at a particular wavelengthwhen the condition krij=2πm is satisfied, wherem is an
integer. The ideal condition can be partly compromisedwhen the adjacent cells are electromagnetically different
and dipolarmoments in equation (7) become randomized. Oneway to do so is to exploit the cross-coupling
between the transverse (horizontal) and the longitudinal (vertical) pairs.

To prove this, we carefully study the temporal dependence of the phenomenal dewetting process of the ultra-
thinfilm (∼5 nm) spin coated on theM1 andM2patterns. Chemical dewetting is a spontaneous process when a
sufficiently thin polymer film on a surface self-organizes itself into an ensemble of separated objects (figure S9,
supplementary information) [59]. Themechanismon a physically/chemically patterned surface ismainly
driven by the spatial gradient of the dewettability [60]. As theVolmer-Webermode of thin film growth suggests,
the PMMAfilm tends to form islands, nucleates, and coalesce with each other [61] and in our case, the fractalized
voids significantly influence the dewetting pattern of thefilm. Thus, the process paves theway to investigate into
the light–matter interaction at different ‘hotspots’ of the fractal nanostructures.We carefully observe the
dynamics of the process in our samples over a time duration of 7 days (d) and explore a distinct relationship at
different time intervals (0d, 3d and 7d). At every interval, we perform the scanning of the samples using a Bruker
AFMover an area of 5×5 μm2, 10×10 μm2 and 20×20 μm2 and collect the height profile and phase profile.

Figure 11.Temporal evolution of the AFMphase profile of theM1 device. (a), (e), (i)Phasemap of a 10 μmby 10 μmscanning area
after 0d, 3d and 7d, respectively. (b), (f), (j)Phase histogramof the 10 μmby 10 μmscanning area after 0d, 3d and 7d, respectively.
(c), (g), (k)Phasemap of a 5 μmby 5 μmscanning area after 0d, 3d and 7d, respectively. (d), (h), (l)Phase histogramof the 5 μmby
5 μmscanning area after 0d, 3d and 7d, respectively. The pink regions indicate the presence of PMMA in different states.
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Wechose AFMphase imaging for the analysis as it ismore versatile than the height profiling because of its
capability to track the difference ofmaterial compositionmore legibly (figures S10, S11, supplementary
information).We extract the phase histogram from the phase profile with the help of theNanoScope Analysis
for a qualitative comparison of the intervals. Although only themappings over 5×5 μm2 and 10×10 μm2

areas have been shown infigures 11 and 12 for a better visualization of the phase distribution, the important
features of the histograms are found to be almost independent of the size of the scanning area. A close inspection
of the time dependent histograms for two different patterns indicates the uniqueness of the PMMAcluster
distribution at different intervals. For instance, on the 0d, we can see the thin film homogeneously covering the
patterns and substrate (pink region) alongwith the steps and small ruptures. On the 3d, profound ruptures of the
thinfilm due to the dewetting process are observed. At this stage, it can be assumed that thematerial
composition of the fractal cavities is highly randomized. On the 7d, the continuously evolving dewetting process
seems to reach an equilibrium condition and obtains a phase histogramwhich is entirely different from0d and
3d. In fact, the PMMAparticles are nowpreferentially located along the edges of the nanopatterns, including the
inner edges of the fractalized cavities. To locate the randomly dispersed carbon atoms once the dewetting
equilibrium is reached, we carry out further FESEM/EDXmapping of the sample (figures S12, S13,
supplementary information). Thus, the dewetting process allows us to investigate into the role of the cavity edges
without requiring any functionalization [62]. A close inspection into the phase histogramswill also reveal that
themorphological state on the 3d is amixture of the states on the 0d and 7d as the phase angle shifts from
positive to negative values.

The time dependent resonance characteristics ofM1 andM2 are shown infigures 13(a) and (d), respectively.
There are two important features to be highlighted in the spectra: (i) apparently broadened dipolar resonances
(D1′ andD2″) and strongly affectedmagneticmode (D2′andD3″) on the 3dwhich revert back to the original
shapes on the 7d and (ii) the presence of PMMAfingerprint at 5.79 μmin theM2 spectrumunder all three states
(0d, 3d, 7d) and in theM1 spectrumonly under 3d state. However, second order derivatives of the spectra of
figures 13(a) and (d) as plotted infigures 14(a) and (b) clearly indicate∼2 times better detection by theM2

Figure 12.Temporal evolution of the AFMphase profile of theM2 device. (a), (e), (i)Phasemap of a 10 μmby 10 μmscanning area
after 0d, 3d and 7d, respectively. (b), (f), (j)Phase histogramof the 10 μmby 10 μmscanning area after 0d, 3d and 7d, respectively.
(c), (g), (k)Phasemap of a 5 μmby 5 μmscanning area after 0d, 3d and 7d, respectively. (d), (h), (l)Phase histogramof the 5 μmby
5 μmscanning area after 0d, 3d and 7d, respectively. The pink regions indicate the presence of PMMA in different states.
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structure under all states [63].Moreover, the presence of thefingerprint is only observed in theM2 case in
figures 13(e) and (f)when the aperture size is shrunk from100 by 100 μm2 to 20 by 20 μm2. This roughly implies
detection of at least 2052 zeptomoles by the discrete, non-complementary nano-architectures in the absence of
spoof-plasmons [64]. The explanation for the higher sensitivity of theM2 structure under all three cases lies in
the increased electric field interactionwithin the comparatively larger and distributed nanocavities. The
simulation results infigures 14(c), (d), (e), (f) and (g) imply how the distributed near field enhancement is likely
to build up in theM2unit cell under an unpolarized light source. On the contrary, a relatively enhanced
detection at the intermediate 3d state is observed in bothM1 andM2 cases.We attribute this to the simultaneous
contribution of the different ‘hotspots’ located at the nanogaps and along the edges of the nanostructures which
are accessible to the PMMA substance under that particularmorphological state.

The cross-couplingmediated feedback is achieved as thedipolarmodes (D1′ andD2″)broadenon3dwith the
weakening of themagneticmodes (D2′ andD3″). Thebroadening is associatedwith a significant decrease in the
respective resonance intensity. Themagneticmodes aremore susceptible to themorphological change along
the edgesof thenanostructures. Inparticular, the circulatingdisplacement current (J=−iωD)flowing through the
capacitive gap, produces thenecessary out-of-planemagneticmomentof themagneticmodes.As thedisplacement

Figure 13. (a)Time dependent resonance broadening in theM1 device. (b)Position dependentM1 resonance profiles on 0d from
20 μmby 20 μmspots. (c)Position dependentM1 resonance profiles on 3d from20 μmby 20 μmspots. (d)Time dependent
resonance broadening in theM2 device. (e)Position dependentM1 resonance profiles on 0d from20 μmby 20 μmspots. (f)Position
dependentM2 resonance profiles on 3d from20 μmby 20 μmspots. The green solid rectangle indicates the presence of the PMMA
fingerprint in the spectrum. The black solid rectangle indicates themagneticmodes (D2′ andD3″)which aremore subject to the
morphological states. The dashed arrow indicates the relative strength of the asymmetric peak at dipolarmode on the right side.
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field is a direct functionof the relative permittivity of the gap region, spatial variationof themagneticmode intensity is
reasonable at variousmorphological states.Note that the FWHMof thedipolarmodes infigures 13(b), (c), (e) and (f)
are quite identical to eachother (∼1 μm)on0dand3dwhen the aperture size is reduced to 20by20 μm2,
approximately containing7by7unit cells.However, it increases to 1.5μmand1.75 μmforM1andM2, respectively,
on3dwhen the aperture size is increased to 100by 100 μm2, approximately containing36by36unit cells. This clearly
implies the effect of perturbationof the cross-couplingwhen thedensely spacednanostructures are collectively
excitedover a large area. Theperturbationof the cross-couplingoccurs on the 3d statemainly due to the randomized
arrangement of thePMMAsubstance across the sample.Mathematically, the intermediate 3d state disrupts the
diffractive coupling condition as governedby equation (7). Therefore, the spatial variationof themagneticmodes in
figures 13(c) and (f) aremuchmore significantwhen compared to the variationobserved infigures 13(b) and (e).
Consequently, themagneticmodes are strongly affectedwhen thewhole array is collectively excited infigures 13(a)
and (d). At the same time, the dipolarmodes are collectively broadeneddue to the spatial variationof cross-coupling
under different local environments. Theweakeningof themagneticmodeobserved in theM2case is againmore
visible due to the structure’s higher spatial interaction.Thus, the studyqualitatively confirms the role of cross-
coupling as anewmechanism for achieving sensing feedbackwithin ananostructure. Thenon-resonantdetection
along the tail of the resonance spectrum is also expected to achieve linear sensingperformanceunder such random
morphological states [65].

4. Conclusion

To recapitulate,we experimentally implement amodified abstraction of Sierpiński fractals of order 1 and 2 such
thatwe achieve specific functionalities of the state-of-the-art bow-tie nanostructures, namely (i) improved dipolar
resonance contrast, (ii)opticalmagnetism in anewkind of split-ring like configurations and (iii)non-resonant

Figure 14.Temporal dependence of second derivative of the reflectance spectra infigures 13(a) and (b) of the reflectance spectra in
figures 14(a) and (b): (a)M1device (b)M2device. The green dashed rectangle implies the vibrational transition region of the spectra.
The dashed arrow indicates the strength of the second derivatives. The simulationwavelength is fixed at 5.79 μm. Electricfield
intensity distribution in theM2 structure under different polarization (a) 0 deg. (b) 30 deg. (c) 60 deg. (d) 90 deg. (e)distribution
obtained by superimposing (a)–(d) .
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detectionof aweakfingerprint of anultra-thinfilm followedby a cross-couplingmediated sensing of the
morphological transformation of thefilm. The enhanced contrast of thedipolarmode ismeaningful for
microfluidic surface enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy in the presence of strongwater absorption loss
whereas the generation ofmagneticmodes canpush theoperatingwavelength to far-IR andbeyond in a given
footprint. Furthermore,we systematically exploit the lightning rod effect of the sharpmetal corners in the
fractalized bow-tie structures for both engineering of the resonance characteristics and enhancement of electric
field interaction in the non-resonant regime.Using this concept, we successfully demonstrate strong coupling to
themolecularmodes at non-resonant regime even under critical thermal broadening.Complex plasmonic systems
are getting ubiquitous as thebuilding block for exotic optical properties such as frequency independence [66] and
ultrafast electron-photon coupling [67].Here, we report amajor advancement in the sensing application of fractal
plasmonics by successfully realizing a set of reverse engineered, rationallymodified and rather complex nano-
architectures. The detectionofmonolayerfingerprint in thenon-resonant regimewill undoubtedly extend the
bandwidthof plasmonicnanostructures for complete profiling ofmid-IR characteristicswhen integratedwith
biological elements and eliminate the need for off-chip solutionby attenuated total internal reflection spectroscopy
(ATR). The study clearly unveils the fact that the secondorder fractal design ismore effective to trackmolecular
signal fromrandomensemble due to its larger electricfield enhancement and increased spatial overlap.We also
believe that, the proposed fractal inspired nano-architectures combining spatially and spectrally variant yet
mutually coupledmodeswill pursue a new avenue formultiplexed colorimetric detection of stochastic events in
biomedical and forensic applications. It is also expected that the complexnano-architectures canbe expanded to
higher degrees on a large scalewith the advancement of nanotechnology in the near future.
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